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Abstract—Domain wall memory (DWM) is a recently developed spin-based memory technology in which several bits of data are
densely packed into the domains of a ferromagnetic wire. DWM has shown great promise in enabling non-volatile memory with very
high density and energy efficiency, and has been explored for secondary storage and off-chip memory. In this work, we explore the use
of DWM within the on-chip cache hierarchy of general purpose computing platforms. Our work is motivated by the fact that DWMs
enable much higher density compared to SRAM, DRAM, and other spin-based memory technologies such as STT-MRAM. However,
DWMs also pose the unique challenge of serial access to the bits stored in a cell, leading to large and variable access latencies. In
addition, DWMs share the inherent write inefficiency of other spin-based memories. We propose TapeCache, a DWM-based cache
design that employs device, circuit, and architectural techniques to address these challenges. At the device level, we perform write
optimization by employing a new write mechanism based on domain wall shifts to achieve fast, energy-efficient writes in DWM. At the
circuit level, we propose different DWM bit-cell designs that are tailored to the distinct architectural requirements of different levels in
the cache hierarchy. At the architecture level, we propose a new cache organization and suitable management policies that mitigate the
performance penalty arising from serial access to bits in a DWM cell. We show that the holistic device-circuit-architecture co-design
enables all the levels in the cache hierarchy to be realized using DWM and benefit from its improved density. Over a wide range of
SPEC CPU 2006 benchmarks, TapeCache achieves an average energy improvement of 7.5, with virtually identical performance and
7.8 improvement in area, compared to an iso-capacity SRAM cache. Compared to an iso-capacity STT-MRAM cache, TapeCache
obtains 3.1 improvement in area and 2 average energy savings along with 1.1 percent performance improvement.
Index Terms—Domain wall memory, spintronics, non-volatile memory, cache
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INTRODUCTION

I

N modern processors, major fractions of the chip transistor count, area, and power are consumed by cache memories. The growing processor-memory gap, driven by
increases in on-chip parallelism, along with increasingly
complex applications and data sets, fuel an ever-increasing
demand for larger caches as illustrated in Fig. 1. Traditionally, SRAM has been the workhorse for cache design. However, with technology scaling, challenges such as increased
leakage and process variations increasingly impact SRAM
design. Consequently, there is great interest in the on-chip
use of emerging memory technologies that have very high
density and low leakage power.
Several new memory technologies—Ferroelectric RAM
(FeRAM), Phase Change Memory (PCRAM), Spin-Transfer
Torque Magnetic RAM (STT-MRAM), and Domain Wall
Memory (DWM) have been proposed as potential
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replacements for various levels of the memory hierarchy.
Fig. 2 compares various key metrics for different memory
technologies. DWM, a spintronic non-volatile memory technology, can achieve much higher densities with similar
access time and idle power compared to other emerging
memory technologies. For these reasons, it is considered to
be highly promising and several research efforts have
focused on understanding its device-level characteristics [1],
[2], [3]. In recent years, functioning prototypes of DWM
have been demonstrated [4], [5], [6]. Considering the potential of DWM, it is critical to understand the design implications and tradeoffs associated with the use of DWMs in
future computing platforms. DWM was initially envisioned
as a replacement for secondary storage due to its excellent
density. However, recent efforts have suggested the use of
DWMs as on-chip memories in the context of domain specific computing platforms [7], [8].
In this work, we propose the use of DWM to realize onchip caches in general purpose processors. Despite possessing a number of favorable characteristics such as very high
density, non-volatility, and low leakage, DWM poses
unique challenges compared to all other memory technologies. From an architectural perspective, a DWM device
looks like a tape that can store several (upto hundreds of)
bits, with a read/write port to access them. Another key
characteristic is that the bits stored in a DWM device/tape
can be shifted in either direction. This enables the sharing of
read/write ports across the bits stored in a tape, resulting in
very high density. However, the time taken to access a bit
stored in the tape depends on its location relative to the
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Fig. 1. Growth in on-chip memory (Intel processors).

read/write port, leading to variable access latencies. For the
bit stored closest to the read/write port, the access latency
(best case) is lower compared to SRAM/STT-MRAM due to
smaller bitline delays resulting from higher density. However, the overall performance of a DWM cache is determined by the average number of shift operations required
per access. Hence, realizing a DWM-based cache requires
the development of suitable circuit/architecture design
techniques that exploit its strengths while reducing the performance penalties associated with shift operations.
On the other hand, DWM, much like other spintronic
memories such as STT-MRAM, suffers from inefficient
writes. This is because, the read/write port in DWM is typically designed using a magnetic tunneling junction (MTJ)
that requires high switching energy and latency. While previous research efforts [9], [10], [11], [12] have proposed
write optimizations for MTJ-based writes, the write inefficiency still remains a major bottleneck for realizing on-chip
memories. Fortunately, DWM also presents a unique opportunity to optimize writes by utilizing the shift mechanism as
an alternative write scheme. In summary, DWM poses the
challenge of shift operations that is unique among emerging
memory technologies, and it offers a unique solution to the
common challenge of inefficient write operations. We pursue both these directions in this work.
The contributions of this work are as follows:






We explore the design of on-chip caches using
DWM. We propose TapeCache, a novel cache design
in which all the levels in the cache hierarchy are realized using DWM. We explore two bit-cells that are
tailored to the differing needs of different memory
arrays within the cache hierarchy. For the latencysensitive L1 cache, we design both the data and tag
arrays using 1bitDWM that is optimized for latency.
For the L2 cache, we propose a hybrid organization in
which the data array is designed using a combination
of 1bitDWM and multibitDWM. In order to determine whether a cache access is a hit or miss with low
latency, the tag array is designed using 1bitDWM.
We design bit-cells that perform write operations
using domain wall shift based writes, which are fundamentally different from, and have been experimentally demonstrated to be faster and more
energy-efficient than, MTJ-based writes [13].
We propose circuit and architectural techniques to
address the performance penalty arising from shift
operations in multibitDWM. Considering the readwrite asymmetry and spatial locality of memory
accesses found in most applications, we propose (i) a
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Fig. 2. Comparison of different memory technologies (data from [4]).

multi-port read-optimized multibitDWM design that
is more efficient for reads, (ii) an efficient array organization and suitable cache management policies to
maximally harness the performance potential of
DWM-based caches.
 We evaluate TapeCache through architectural simulations of benchmarks with diverse read/write characteristics, miss rates and working sets. Our results
show that an iso-capacity replacement of SRAMbased cache with TapeCache can result in large benefits in area and energy at iso-performance. We also
demonstrate that DWM can significantly outperform
STT-MRAM, which is considered to be one of the
most promising emerging memory technologies, in
the context of on-chip cache design.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
outlines the fundamental concepts of DWM. Section 3
describes the proposed 1bitDWM and multibitDWM
designs and the shift-based write scheme. Section 4 presents
the proposed multi-port read-optimized multibitDWM
design. Section 5 describes the proposed TapeCache architecture. Section 6 presents our methodology for modeling
and evaluating TapeCache. Section 7 presents experimental
results. In Section 8, we present a brief survey of related
work and Section 9 concludes the paper.

2

BACKGROUND

Fig. 3a shows the schematic of a multibitDWM cell consisting of a ferromagnetic wire, a MTJ and access transistors.
The ferromagnetic wire can have multiple domains that are
separated by domain walls. Each domain can be separately
programmed to a certain magnetization direction, and can
therefore store a single bit. Hence, a multibitDWM bit-cell is
capable of storing multiple bits of data.
Logically, a DWM can be thought of as a tape that represents the ferromagnetic wire along with a tape head that
represents a read/write port, as shown in Fig. 3b. Accessing
a bit from a DWM tape involves shifting the tape head to
the required location and then performing the required
read/write operation. Since multiple bits are stored in a
multibitDWM, address bits are needed to indicate which bit
in the tape is being accessed. The movement of the tape
head along the DWM tape is controlled by a shift controller,
which determines the number of shift operations required
by comparing the address bits with the head status, which
represents the current location of the tape head.
An illustration of the working of a multibitDWM bit-cell
is shown in Fig. 3c. Initially, the tape head is located at
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Fig. 3. MultibitDWM cell structure and operation.

address 04. In order to read the bit stored at address 06,
we shift the tape head to the right (in reality, bits in the tape
shift left. For convenience, we refer to the shifting of the bits
in terms of equivalent shifting of the tape head) by two positions. This is done by connecting BL to VDD and SL to GND
and turning on access transistors TLS1 and TLS2 by driving
the left-shift wordline LS high. Then we perform the read
operation by connecting the wordline WL to VDD , bitlines
BL to 0:25VDD and SL to the GND. Suppose we then write 0
to address 05, which requires shifting the tape head to the
left (in reality bits shift right) by one position. This is done
by driving the right-shift wordline RS high to shift the bits
towards the right and then connecting wordline WL to VDD
and bitlines BL to VDD and SL to GND. For writing 1, the
voltages of the bitlines would be reversed.
In order to avoid losing data during shift operations, the
number of domains in the ferromagnetic wire needs to be
twice the number of bits stored in multibitDWM bit-cell. As
we show in Section 3.2, this does not incur any area penalty
as the multibitDWM bit-cell area is determined by the area
occupied by the access transistors.

3

DWM WITH SHIFT-BASED WRITES

In conventional DWM, read/write operations are performed using an MTJ and domain wall shifts are used only
to align the appropriate bit with the read/write port. This
MTJ-based write mechanism requires high energy as well
as latency and is therefore inefficient. Recently, it was
shown experimentally that domain wall shifts can also be
used to perform write operations [13]. This is accomplished
by designing a DWM in which a free domain is sandwiched
between two fixed domains having opposite spin orientations, as shown in Fig. 4. The fixed domains act as sources
of 0/1, and the free domain can be written by performing a
shift in the appropriate direction. Note that the magnetic
orientation of the fixed domains remains constant and
cannot be modified by the shift operation. A comparison of
the switching current and latency requirements of the two
write mechanisms in Table 1 underscores the efficiency of

shift-based writes in DWM. We apply this concept to
1bitDWM and multibitDWM designs that are optimized for
performance and area, respectively. We describe these
designs in the following sections.

3.1 1bitDWM
Fig. 5 shows the schematic and layout of the 1bitDWM cell.
The cell consists of a ferromagnetic wire, an MTJ and two
access transistors. The data stored in the cell is determined
by the magnetic orientation of the free domain. When the
magnetic orientation of the free domain is parallel to that of
the MTJ fixed layer, the MTJ offers low resistance, indicating
the ‘0’ state. When the magnetic orientations are anti-parallel, the MTJ offers high resistance, indicating the ‘1’ state.
The bit-cell also contains two separate access transistors—a
read access transistor (T1) and a write access transistor (T2),
which are used to control the direction of currents during
the read/write operations.
3.1.1 Read/Write Operation
The voltage conditions for performing the read and write
operations are presented in Table 2. In order to read the contents of the cell, the read access transistor (T1) is turned ON
and the bitline BL is driven to appropriate read voltage
(Vread ). The current that flows from BL to GND varies
depending on the resistance offered by the MTJ, and is used
to determine the value stored in the cell. The write operation
in the proposed design is performed by shifting the appropriate magnetization from the fixed domains to the free
domain of the ferromagnetic wire. In order to write 0, write
access transistor (T2) is turned ON, bitline BL is driven high
and SL is connected to GND. This shifts the domains
towards the left, thereby writing 0 into the bit-cell. For writing 1, the voltage conditions of the bitlines are reversed.
Note that in the layout of the 1bitDWM cell, the DWM
device and the access transistors are stacked on top of each
other in a 3D fashion. The area of the bit-cell is determined
TABLE 1
Characteristics of MTJ and Shift Based Writes [14]1
Parameter
Switching current (uA)
Switching Time (ns)

Fig. 4. Domain wall shift based write mechanism.

MTJ-based write

Shift-based write

191
2

30
0.25

1. We assume 32nm32nm2nm magnets with Perpendicular
Magnetic Anisotrophy (PMA) for spin memories.
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Fig. 5. Schematic and layout of a 1bitDWM cell.

by the two access transistors as the dimensions of the
DWM are relatively insignificant. Further, the two access
transistors can be minimum sized as the current requirements for both read and write operations in the DWM bitcell are typically low. At the 32 nm (F) technology node,
the 1bitDWM cell area (40F 2 ) is 3:6 lower than that of
an SRAM bit-cell (146F 2 ) and is comparable to STTMRAM (40F 2 ). Finally, the 1bitDWM cell enjoys other
advantages inherent to DWMs such as efficient write
energy and negligible leakage power.

3.2 MultibitDWM
The schematic of multibitDWM cell that uses domain wall
shifts to perform write operation is shown in Fig. 6. It consists of a ferromagnetic wire capable of storing multiple
bits, a read-write port, and shift ports. The read/write port
in a multibitDWM cell is made up of two fixed domains,
one MTJ and four access transistors. In addition to read/
write ports, the multibitDWM cell has shift ports consisting
of an access transistor at each end of the ferromagnetic wire.
Note that such a 2D DWM device structure has been proposed and prototyped in the context of domain-wall
logic [15]. In this work, we use it to achieve high density
and efficient write operations simultaneously.
3.2.1 Read/Write/Shift Operation
Three kinds of operations can be performed in a multibitDWM cell—read, write and shift. The voltage conditions
for performing these operations are presented in Table 3.
Reading/writing of data to the domain at the read/write
port is performed in a manner similar to a 1bitDWM cell, as
described above. Shifting of bits in a multibitDWM cell is
accomplished by turning ON the shift access transistors and
precharging the bitlines to appropriate voltages. For shifting
the bits towards the right, BL is connected to VDD and SL to
GND. For shifting in the opposite direction, the voltage conditions of the bitlines are reversed.
The key benefit of the multibitDWM cell is that it
achieves very high density by sharing the read/write ports
across multiple bits that are stored in the ferromagnetic
wire. Note that in the layout of the multibitDWM cell shown
in Fig. 6b, the area is determined by the CMOS access transistors. For a multibitDWM cell with one read/write port

Fig. 6. Schematic and layout of a MultibitDWM cell.

and two shift ports, CMOS transistors require 144F 2 . In
comparison, the ferromagnetic wire, which is stacked on
top of the CMOS, requires only 18F 2 for storing 16 bits. The
multibitDWM cell storing 8 bits, therefore requires only
18F 2 /bit. With suitable layout optimizations [16], [17], even
higher numbers of bits can be stored in the multibitDWM
cell without any additional area penalty. While sharing of
access ports across multiple bits leads to higher density, it
also introduces the need to shift the bits to the read/write
port before they can be accessed. Shift operations introduce
additional latency for accessing the bits stored in multibitDWM cell. In order to address this problem of increased
latency, we propose a multi-port read-optimized multibitDWM cell and suitable architectural techniques that we
describe in the following sections. Another implication of
the shift operations is the need for extra “overflow” bits
beyond the shift ports to prevent loss of data. Note that
these extra bits typically do not incur area penalty as the
cell area is dominated by the access transistors.

4

MULTI-PORT READ-OPTIMIZED MULTIBITDWM

In this section, we present a multi-port read-optimized multibitDWM cell design that significantly reduces read access
latencies, while retaining most of the density benefits associated with DWMs. This is achieved by introducing additional read-only ports, effectively reducing the number of
shift operations that need to be performed. It also helps
expand the design space by introducing additional design
parameters that can be utilized to perform more finegrained energy-performance tradeoffs.
TABLE 3
MultibitDWM Cell Operation

TABLE 2
1bitDWM Cell Operation

Read
Write 0
Write 1
Idle

RWL

WWL

BL

SL

VDD
0
0
0

0
VDD
VDD
0

Vread
Vwrite
0
0

0
0
Vwrite
0

Read
Write 0
Write 1
Shift Left
Shift Right
Idle

RWL

WWL

SWL

BL

SL

VDD
0
0
0
0
0

0
VDD
VDD
0
0
0

0
0
0

Vread
Vwrite
0
0
Vshift
0

0
0

VDD
VDD
0
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Vwrite
Vshift
0
0
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TAPECACHE ARCHITECTURE

The key architectural decisions involved in the design of
TapeCache include:


Fig. 7. Logical view of a multi-port read-optimized multibitDWM cell.

The logical view of a multi-port read-optimized multibitDWM cell is shown in Fig. 7. It has multiple read-only
tape heads distributed across the DWM tape. In order to
access a bit from the tape, the shift controller determines the
appropriate tape head and computes the number of shift
operations required. It makes these decisions by comparing
the address bits with the current locations of the tape heads,
referred to as the head status. It is important to note that
there can be no relative movement between tape heads in a
multi-port multibitDWM cell as it is the bits stored in the
tape that physically shift and not the tape heads. The multiport configuration helps reduce the average number of shift
operations per read access, thereby reducing the average
read access time. The motivation for having additional
read-only ports is two-fold: (i) from an architectural perspective, reads are more performance critical than writes
and reads also outnumber writes (across a wide range of
SPEC benchmarks stores account for less than 25 percent of
the total memory instructions). (ii) A read-only port can be
realized using only one minimum sized transistor, preserving the density benefits of DWM. For instance, adding a
read-only port to a single-port multibitDWM cell achieves
2 reduction in worst case read access latency with only 13
percent increase in area. On the other hand, halving the
number of bits per tape achieves the same reduction in
worst case read access latency with a 2 increase in area.
The proposed multi-port multibitDWM cell design
expands the design space and offers the following design
parameters:
1. Number of bits per tape: Varying the number of bits per
tape offers a tradeoff between density versus worst case
access latency for both reads and writes. Note that this
tradeoff can be performed only at a coarse granularity as
the number of bits per tape can be varied only in powers of
2 (to keep the addressing scheme simple).
2. Number of read-only tape heads: Varying the number of
read-only tape heads alters only the read access latency (in
contrast to bits per tape, which impacts read and write
latencies), albeit in a more cost-effective manner. Furthermore, the number of read-only tape heads can be tuned in a
more fine-grained manner as the number of read-only ports
need not be a power of 2.
3. Head selection: The multi-port multibitDWM cell provides the flexibility of selecting the best tape head for a
given read operation, depending on the relative location of
the tape heads and the bit to be accessed. Architectural policies for head selection are proposed in Section 5.3.
In the next section, we discuss the architecture of a cache
designed using the proposed multi-port multibitDWM cell.

Choice of DWM cells: 1bitDWM and multibitDWM
represent two different design points in the latency
versus density tradeoff space. One of these two
design options must be chosen for each memory
array in the cache hierarchy.
 Data organization: MultibitDWM is capable of storing
multiple bits in a single cell. Logically, a cache is
divided into cache blocks, which must in turn be
mapped to the DWM cells. One alternative mapping
scheme is to store bits from the same cache block in
each multibitDWM cell, while another option is to
spread the bits of a cache block across multiple multibitDWM cells.
 Addressing policy: Sharing of read/write ports across
multiple bits in a multibitDWM cell introduces the
need for shifting bits before performing read/write
operations. The addressing logic should not only
select the multibitDWM cell to be accessed but also
determine the number of shift operations required to
access the required data.
 Tape head management: The additional latency caused
by the varying number of shift operations for different bits stored in a multibitDWM cell necessitates
the use of suitable cache management policies to
reduce the performance penalty.
Due to the above considerations, cache design with
DWM differs significantly from traditional caches. In this
section, we provide an overview of the proposed cache
architecture and describe its key features.
Fig. 8 depicts the overall organization of the proposed
TapeCache architecture, which uses DWM to realize all
levels in the cache hierarchy. Each level varies significantly
in size and the required access latency. The L1 cache is
responsible for providing fast access and its latency significantly impacts the overall performance of the system.
Based on this consideration, we design both the data and
tag arrays of the L1 cache (instruction cache and data
cache) using latency optimized 1bitDWM cells, as shown
in Fig. 8. When we consider the L2 cache, it is responsible
for reducing the number of off-chip accesses. The L2 cache
is usually of much larger size, and its leakage contributes
significantly to the total energy consumption. Considering
these requirements, we propose a hybrid organization consisting of both 1bitDWM and multibitDWM cells, as
described in Section 5.1. In addition, the L2 cache contains
a head status array along with shift control logic that are
used to manage the shift operations required to access data
in each multibitDWM cell. The multibitDWM cells in the
data array are grouped into DWM Block Clusters (DBCs),
which are capable of storing multiple cache blocks in a bitinterleaved fashion as explained in Section 5.2. In order to
access a cache block, we need to select the correct DBC
and determine the position of the block within that DBC.
The index bits traditionally used for cache addressing are
hence subdivided into decode bits and shift bits as shown
in Fig. 8. The decode bits are used to select the correct
DBC and the shift bits are used along with the head status
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Fig. 8. TapeCache organization.

of the DBC to determine the number of shift operations
required for accessing the cache block.
In the following sections, we present a detailed description of the L2 cache organization and management policies
used in TapeCache.

5.1 Hybrid L2 Cache Design
A cache contains two major arrays—the tag array, which is
used to determine whether an access is a cache hit or miss,
and the data array, which stores the actual data. Let us consider a simple L2 cache organization in which both the data
array and the tag array are designed using multibitDWM.
This design would result in maximum benefits in terms of
both area and power due to the high density and non-volatile nature of multibitDWM. However, the above configuration would require two variable latency operations per
access, one for determining the block status from the tag
array and the other for fetching the block from the data
array.2 This would considerably degrade the performance
of the cache. Further, the area and energy benefits attainable
from a multibitDWM-based tag array are relatively small,
as the tag array represents a small fraction of the total area
and power consumption of a cache. For instance, in a 1 MB
cache, the tag array contributes only 4.8 percent to the total
cache area. Hence, we propose to design the tag array of
L2 cache using 1bitDWM cells.
In order to address the performance penalty from shift
operations of multibitDWM cells in the data array, we propose a hybrid organization in which we partition the cache
into fast ways and dense ways. The fast ways of the cache
are designed with 1bitDWM, while the dense ways of
the cache are designed with multibitDWM, as shown in
Fig. 8. The motivation behind such an organization is to
2. In lower level caches, the tag and data array access are usually
serialized so as to avoid energy overheads associated with reading all
ways of a cache simultaneously.

simultaneously exploit the latency benefits of 1bitDWM and
the density benefits of multibitDWM. The fast ways are used
to store frequently accessed cache blocks, thereby enabling
lower latency access to performance-critical data. The
remaining cache blocks are stored in dense ways, resulting
in an overall improvement in cache density.
Fig. 9 demonstrates the working of a cache access under
this hybrid organization. When a cache access results in a hit
in the L2 cache, we check if the cache block is stored in a fast
way or a dense way. If the cache block is present in a fast way,
then no action is required. However, if the cache block is
stored in a dense way, then it would require shift operations
leading to higher access latencies. In this scenario, we need to
determine if the cache block is frequently accessed and
migrate it to a fast way if required. For this purpose, we check
if the cache block has already been marked as most recently
used (MRU) by the cache replacement policy. If so, this cache
block is swapped with the least recently used (LRU) block in
the fast ways. Therefore, in this cache migration policy, a
cache block is determined to be frequently accessed only if a
particular cache block is accessed consecutively twice - the

Fig. 9. Hybrid L2 cache migration policy.
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Fig. 10. Bit-interleaved data array organization.

first access would update the cache block as MRU, and the
second access would initiate the block swap to a fast way. A
key benefit of this cache migration policy is that it utilizes the
state information already maintained by the cache replacement policy. Therefore, the hardware overhead incurred by
this scheme is negligible.
The swap operation between the fast and dense ways is
implemented as follows. First, we determine if the cache
block being accessed will initiate a swap operation based on
the tag bits using the migration policy described above. If a
swap operation is required, the LRU cache block from the
fast ways (BlockLRU ) and the accessed block (Blockacc ) from
the dense ways are read simultaneously and stored in swap
buffers. After reading Blockacc from the dense ways, we
keep the tape heads aligned to the current location and
write BlockLRU immediately to this location, thereby eliminating the need for any additional shift operations. Simultaneously, Blockacc is also written to the fast ways to complete
the swap operation. In the proposed design, the swap buffer
has only two entries and is implemented using 1bitDWM,
resulting in negligible hardware overhead. The performance penalty from the swap operations is also greatly
reduced (only two cycles per swap) by (i) eliminating the
need for additional shift operations, and (ii) overlapping the
accesses to the fast ways with those of the dense ways. Also,
the excellent energy efficiency of the proposed bit-cells
greatly reduces the energy overhead associated with the
swap operations. Therefore, the overheads from the proposed hybrid cache design are found to be very small, and
are included in our evaluation in Section 7.

5.2 Bit-Interleaved DWM Block-Cluster Organization
Let us next consider how the multiple bits in a cache block
can be mapped to the bits in a DWM tape (multibitDWM
cell). One possible scheme involves mapping all the bits in a
cache block to the same DWM tape (if a cache block is larger
than a tape, then it can be stored in multiple tapes). In this
scenario, a cache access would involve N serial read/write
operations, where N is the number of bits stored in a DWM
tape. This mapping would incur a very high access latency
compared to a traditional SRAM-based cache.
In order to reduce the high latency overhead, we propose
a bit-interleaved data array organization in which each
cache block is spread across several DWM tapes. Fig. 10
illustrates how N 64-bit blocks are stored in 64 DWM tapes
each containing N bits of data. The ith bit of each block is
placed in tape number i. Within a tape, the jth bit location
stores a bit that belongs to block j. In this scheme, all the
tape heads move in a lock-step fashion such that at a given
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time instance, all bits of some block are aligned to their
respective tapes’ heads. Hence, in order to read a cache
block, we perform the required number of shift operations
and read all the bits belonging to the block in parallel. In
this scenario, the number of shift operations required to
access a block could vary from 0 to N  1, in contrast to the
constant access latency of N observed in the previous
scheme. The average access latency can be kept small in
practice through the use of suitable head management policies, as discussed in the next section. One of the overheads
introduced by this scheme is the need for additional decoding logic to determine the number of shifts required to
access a given block. However, our experimental evaluations indicate that this overhead is negligible. Another overhead introduced by the bit-interleaved organization arises
from performing shift operations in multiple tapes within a
DBC for every cache access. Since the shift operation is
highly energy efficient [13], performing shift operations in
multiple tapes does not considerably increase in the total
energy consumption of the cache. Further, the tape heads in
a DBC move in lock-step fashion, thereby amortizing the
control hardware overhead across multiple tapes in a DBC.

5.3 Head Management Policies
As described earlier, while accessing a cache block stored in
a DBC, we need to perform an appropriate number of shift
operations. The number of shift operations depends on the
location of the block to be accessed relative to the position
of the tape heads. Therefore, one needs an effective head
management policy3 in order to reduce the performance
overhead due to shift operations. In a multi-port DWM
cache design, head management policies involve (i) selection of the appropriate tape head for accessing the required
data (tape head selection), and (ii) positioning of the tape
head after the cache access (tape head update).
5.3.1 Tape Head Selection
The tape head selection policy applied to the multi-port
multibitDWM design, and decides which of the tape heads
on a cell is used to access a given bit. In this work, we consider two different tape head selection policies—Static and
Dynamic. In the Static tape head selection policy, each cache
block is assigned a tape head statically depending on its
initial location within the DBC. This policy has the advantage that the tape head can be determined solely based on
the address of the cache block. On the other hand, in the
Dynamic policy, we select the tape head that is nearest to the
required cache block at run-time depending on the current
DBC head status. For this purpose, we use the head status
array to store the locations of tape heads and activate the
appropriate tape head to access the data.
5.3.2 Tape Head Update
The tape head update policy governs what we do with the
tape head after an access. We explore three different tape
3. The head management policies proposed in this section are applicable to both read-only tape heads and read/write tape heads. For read
operations, we can use either read-only tape heads or read/write tape
heads. For write operations, we need to use read/write tape heads.
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Fig. 11. Comparison of different cache management policies.

head update policies: Eager, Lazy, and Preshifting. In the
Eager policy, the tape heads are restored to their original
default locations after each access. This policy simplifies
the tape head selection, since we can assign the optimal
tape head for every block statically. Also, this results in
simplified shift control logic as the number of shift operations required to access a given cache block can be
determined from the block address alone, and the head
status does not need to be stored. In the Lazy policy, we
do not restore the tape head to its default initial position
after performing an access. Instead, we have status bits
for each tape head to keep track of its location. When we
perform a read/write operation, we calculate the difference between the block location within the tape and the
current location of the tape head and then perform the
required number of shifts. The Lazy policy is motivated
by the spatial locality of memory accesses, which implies
that the current tape head location tends to be close to
the next block to be accessed. In the Preshifting policy,
we predict the next cache block that is likely to be
accessed and align it with appropriate tape head. The
concept of “preshifting” is analogous to prefetching but
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is unique to DWM and unlike prefetching, does not lead
to any traffic to memory.
Enumerating the combinations of tape head selection and
tape head update policies described above results in five
distinct head management policies: Static-Eager (SE),
Dynamic-Lazy (DL), Static-Lazy (SL), Static-Preshifting (SP),
and Dynamic-Preshifting (DP). Note that Dynamic-Eager
would be the same as Static-Eager as the best port can be
assigned statically for each location.
Fig. 11 illustrates these five cache management policies
using a DWM tape with three tape heads. For this illustration, we consider read operations, and therefore, the tape
heads can be either read-only tape heads or read/write tape
heads. Fig. 11a shows the initial status of the tape. Figs. 11b11f show the status of the tape after performing a read operation at address 04. In Figs. 11b, 11c, 11e, the bits and tape
head are shaded to indicate the static head assignment. Let
us now consider the tape head selection and number of shift
operations required for the next access to address 05. The
SE policy would use head2 and would require two left shift
operations. The SL policy would also use head2 but require
four left shift operations. This shows that in the SL policy, a
series of accesses to consecutive blocks would activate the
worst case access latencies. The DL policy would choose
head1 and require one right shift operation. Therefore, the
DL policy exploits spatial locality, thereby reducing the
average case shift latency overhead. However, this policy
can skew the position of DWM tape head, thereby increasing the worst case latency for subsequent accesses. This is
overcome by restoring the DWM tape configuration during
cache idle periods when it gets skewed beyond a certain
threshold. For instance, access to address 00 after 04
would incur a large access latency with the DL policy. However, performing a restore operation after access to address
04 would shift tape head2 to address 04. This would
enable the DL policy to exploit spatial locality while eliminating higher access latencies due to skewed tape head positions. We employ a low overhead scheme to determine the
idle period of the cache by checking if the cache access
queue is empty. The skew threshold for restoring the tape
heads is determined empirically (in our experiments, we
found 4 to be a suitable threshold). When we consider the
SP and DP policies, both these policies do not require any
shifts as the preshifting is successful. However, the two policies would use different tape heads (SP uses tape head2
and DP uses tape head1) for accessing the cache block. Note
that, the DP policy can also skew the configuration of the
tape and can lead to large worst-case access latencies. However, preshifting offers a unique flexibility that is not present in other update policies. Preshifting involves two tape
head selections—(i) first, when we perform the preshift
operation, (ii) second, when the preshift is unsuccessful.
Therefore, different strategies can be employed at these two
steps, taking into consideration the performance criticality
of different operations (read/write). This, as we explain
below, helps us to reduce the performance impact from
increased worst-case latencies.

5.3.3 Adaptive Preshifting (AP) Policy
Fig. 12 shows the different steps involved in the proposed
adaptive preshifting policy. Initially, each cache block is
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TABLE 4
System Configuration
Processor Core
Processor Frequency
Functional Units
L1 D/I-Cache
L2 Unified Cache

Fig. 12. Adaptive preshifting policy.

assigned a tape head statically based on its location. After a
cache access, we predict the next cache block likely to be
accessed and preshift the block to its statically assigned
tape head. The use of statically assigned tape heads for
preshifting reduces the skew in the tape configuration,
resulting in reduced worst case latency (Fig. 11e versus
Fig. 11f). If the prediction is successful, then no shift operation will be required, resulting in faster cache access. However, if the preshift fails and the cache access is a read
operation, then we determine the nearest read port to the
required cache block and use it to perform the required
read access. This enables us to reduce the performance
penalty due to misprediction for performance critical read
operations. On the other hand, if the cache access is a write
operation, we use the statically allocated write port. This is
because, it ensures that the number of extra bits required
to avoid loss of data during shifting is small. Note that, a
DWM tape storing Nb bits with Nrw read/write ports
would require Nb =Nrw extra bits when we use statically
allocated ports for writes compared to Nb extra bits if we
use the nearest port for performing writes.4 Also, a wide
range of prediction mechanisms [18] can be employed to
predict the next cache block for preshifting. In this work,
we use a sequential prediction scheme. After performing
an access to the cache block at address i, the location of the
cache block that is likely to be accessed next is predicted as
address i þ 1 and the corresponding tape heads are aligned
to this location.
Note that the head management policies are orthogonal
to traditional cache management policies. For example,
block replacement strategies such as LRU can be used
unchanged in TapeCache.

6

EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY

In this section, we present a brief description of the modeling framework and the experimental setup used to evaluate
TapeCache.

6.1 Modeling Framework
TapeCache differs significantly from traditional memories
in terms of both the device structure as well as cache
4. Assuming that the number of shifts required for writes will be
higher than that for reads due to the presence of read-only ports.

Alpha 21,264 pipeline, Issue Width - 4
2 GHz
Integer - Eight ALUs, Four Multipliers
Floating Point - Two ALUs, Two Multipliers
32 KB, direct mapped, 32 byte line size,
Two cycle hit latency
1 MB, Four-way associative, 64 byte line
size, hit latency depends on technology

architecture. In order to accurately evaluate the characteristics of the proposed cache design, we have developed a
tool, DWM-CACTI, that is based on the CACTI framework [19]. First, we used a self-consistent device simulation
framework [2] to accurately capture the characteristics of
domain wall motion using spin-torque and obtain (i) the
current required for shifting at different shift latencies, and
(ii) the resistance offered by the MTJ for different magnetic
orientations. The DWM parameters thus obtained were
then used as technology parameters in DWM-CACTI to
model the characteristics of TapeCache. The DWM-CACTI
tool takes the number of bits per DWM tape, the number of
read/write ports, and the number of read-only ports, along
with the usual inputs to CACTI, to compute the area, energy
and access latencies of TapeCache. DWM-CACTI takes into
account the overheads due to the head-status array, additional wordlines, and shift control logic while modeling
TapeCache.

6.2 Experimental Setup
In our experiments, we perform an iso-capacity replacement
for L1 and L2 caches and compare the area, energy and performance of the proposed design with that of CMOS SRAM
and STT-MRAM. All memory technologies considered are
based on a 32 nm technology node. The processor configuration used in our analysis is provided in Table 4. We evaluate SRAM memories using CACTI [19], STT-MRAM using a
modified CACTI tool [20], and TapeCache using our DWMCACTI tool. We perform architectural simulations over a
wide range of benchmarks from the SPEC 2006 suite using
SimpleScalar [21] for 1 billion instructions after we warm
up the cache by fast forwarding for 1 billion instructions.

7

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, we present results comparing the benefits of
using TapeCache with iso-capacity SRAM and STT-MRAM
based caches. Note that DWM-based caches can also be
used in an iso-area scenario wherein the density benefits
can be translated into increased cache sizes for achieving
higher performance. However, in this work, we focus on
improving the energy and area efficiency of last level
caches. We first present the results summarizing the benefits of the proposed design in terms of area, energy and performance. We then present results comparing the L1 and L2
cache characteristics of TapeCache with other memory technologies. Finally, we present architecture level results comparing the energy and performance of the proposed design
across a wide range of benchmarks. In our experiments, we
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Fig. 13. Comparison of area, energy and performance across different
memory technologies.

Fig. 15. Comparison of cache energy consumption across different
memory technologies.

consider a multibitDWM cell with one read/write port and
three read-only ports, which is capable of storing 32 bits
unless mentioned otherwise.

reductions in leakage power consumption compared to
SRAM due to their non-volatility. When we compare
DWM with STT-MRAM, the small reduction in leakage
power consumption is due to smaller peripheral circuitry.
The wordline and bitline drivers in the STT-MRAM cache
need to be sized larger due to the increased capacitive load
from the large access transistors. This marginally increases
the leakage power consumption of the STT-MRAM cache
compared to TapeCache.
When we compare the access latencies of different L1
caches, we can see that both the read and write latencies of
TapeCache are comparable to an SRAM cache. Due to the
inefficiency of MTJ-based writes, the STT-MRAM based L1
has very high write latency. On the other hand, shift-based
write enables us to improve the write latency significantly.
When we consider the access latencies of different L2
caches, the access latency of TapeCache varies due to the
variable access latency of multibitDWM, with the best case
being comparable to SRAM. The effectiveness of preshifting results in average access latencies that are close to the
best case.
Next, when we consider the read energies, all spinbased memories achieve significant benefits due to
reduced bitline and wordline capacitances arising from
improved density. Moreover, the energy efficiency of
shift-based writes enables TapeCache to achieve significant reduction in write energy compared to SRAM and
STT-MRAM based caches.

7.1 Results Summary
Fig. 13 summarizes the benefits of TapeCache compared to
SRAM and STT-MRAM based caches. Compared to an
SRAM-based cache, TapeCache achieves 7.5 improvement
in energy and 7.8 improvement in area at virtually identical
performance. When we compare the results with an STTMRAM based cache, TapeCache achieves 3.1 improvement
in area and 2 improvement in energy along with a marginal
performance improvement of 1.1 percent. Next, we will
examine the benefits of TapeCache in greater detail.
7.2 Cache Characteristics
In this section, we present the results comparing the characteristics of the proposed L1 and L2 cache designs with those
of SRAM and STT-MRAM based caches.
Figs. 14a and 14b compare the L1 and L2 cache characteristics, respectively, across different memory technologies. As shown in the figure, the density of the L1 cache
designed with 1bitDWM is similar to STT-MRAM and that
of the hybrid L2 cache designed with both 1bitDWM and
multibitDWM is significantly higher than both SRAM and
STT-MRAM due to the higher density of multibitDWM.
When we compare the leakage power, we can see that
spin-based memory technologies can achieve significant

7.3 Architectural Evaluation
In this section, we present architecture level results comparing the energy and performance of TapeCache with SRAM
and STT-MRAM caches across a wide range of benchmarks.

Fig. 14. Comparison of L1 and L2 cache characteristics.

7.3.1 Energy Consumption of TapeCache
Fig. 15 compares the energy consumed by TapeCache with
SRAM and STT-MRAM caches, normalized to the STTMRAM cache. As we can see from the figure, TapeCache
achieves significant reduction in the total cache energy
consumption compared to both SRAM and STT-MRAM.
An STT-MRAM based cache reduces the leakage and read
energy while increasing the write energy. TapeCache
achieves reduction in all the three energy componentsleakage, read and write. In addition, it achieves even
higher reduction in leakage and read energy compared to
STT-MRAM caches. As a result, TapeCache enables us to
achieve maximum benefits in the total cache energy
consumption.
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7.3.2 TapeCache Performance Evaluation
One of the main challenges in designing an L2 cache using
multibitDWM is the variable access latency due to shift
operations. The performance of a TapeCache-based system
depends on (i) the access latency to different bits in a DWM
tape, and (ii) the access pattern, which determines the number of shift operations required. In the case of TapeCache,
the improvement in density results in reduced access
latency to the bits stored at the tape head compared to
SRAM and STT-MRAM. This improves its best-case access
latency. The introduction of multiple ports reduces the
number of shifts required to access the bits in a DWM tape,
thereby reducing the worst-case access latency. Further, the
proposed cache management policies ensure that most of
the cache accesses require small numbers of shifts, which
reduces the average access latency of the proposed L2 cache.
Fig. 16 presents a comparison of the performance of different cache designs. Note that TapeCache results in performance improvement for benchmarks having high locality
and predictable cache access patterns (gobmk, namd, perlbench, sjeng, sphinx3). On the other hand, for benchmarks
(astar, libquantum, mcf, milc) that exhibit low degrees of
locality, there is a reduction in performance due to
increased shift penalty.
7.4 Design Space Exploration
7.4.1 Hybrid Cache Organizations
Using DWM, we can design two different hybrid caches:
inter-layer and intra-layer. The inter-layer design uses different bit-cells to realize different levels in the cache hierarchy. The intra-layer design, on the other hand, uses
different bit-cells even within a single level. In Section 5, we
described an intra-layer hybrid cache organization. The
inter-layer hybrid cache can be realized by designing the L1
cache with 1bitDWM and the L2 cache with multibitDWM.
A comparison of these hybrid designs shows that the proposed intra-layer design achieves 23 percent improvement
in performance at comparable energy and area, thereby validating our design choice.
7.4.2 Number of Bits Per Tape
TapeCache offers a unique parameter—number of tape
heads (read-only ports and read/write ports)—to tradeoff
energy with performance. In Fig. 17, we vary the number of
read-only ports, read/write ports, and the tape head management policy and study their impact on cache energy consumption and performance. All the numbers in Fig. 17 are
normalized to an SRAM cache. In the figure, a tape with x

Fig. 17. Design space exploration for TapeCache.

bits per tape, y read/write ports, and z read-only ports is
denoted by x,y,z near different markers. As can be seen
from Fig. 17, increasing the number of read-only ports and
read/write ports reduces the average read latency while
increasing the energy consumption of TapeCache. It is interesting to note the relationship between the average number
of bits per read port and the tape head management policy.
For configurations with smaller numbers of bits per tape
head, the SE policy which reduces the worst-case access
latency performs better than the DL policy. On the other
hand, for configurations with higher numbers of bits per
tape head (less no. of read ports), the DL policy outperform SE since it exploits the spatial locality in access patterns. The proposed AP policy combines the benefits of
both DL and SE policies and is found to be optimal across
all the tape configurations. Also, note that the AP policy
achieves significant improvement in performance ( > 9:5
percent) over the SE policy for the (32,1,0) configuration,
which has a large number of bits per tape head (large variation in access latencies). As the number of tape heads
per tape increases, the variation in access latencies
reduces, resulting in diminishing benefits from the management policies. The figure also shows the corresponding iso-capacity design point for the STT-MRAM cache,
which is clearly inferior to TapeCache.

8

RELATED WORK

In recent years, several emerging memory technologies
have been explored as potential replacements for CMOS
memories [22]. Among the various memory technologies,
STT-MRAM and PCRAM have been considered the most
promising and various research efforts have addressed their
shortcomings through architectural optimizations. In this
section, we present a brief survey of representative research
efforts that have explored these memories at different levels
of design abstraction.
A key drawback common to both STT-MRAM and
PCRAM is the energy required to perform writes. At the
device level, researchers have optimized the write operation
by designing different kinds of MTJ structures such as Dualpillar MTJ, tilted MTJ, Dual barrier MTJ etc. [23], [24]. Many
of the proposed device structures decouple the read and
write paths, thereby relaxing the read versus write design
conflicts that are commonly present in memory design. At
the circuit level, proposals to use 2T-1R structures with dual
source lines and early write termination are also aimed at
reducing the write energy consumption [9], [25].
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At the architecture level, the most common approach
adopted to address this issue is to design a hybrid memory
organization [26], [27], [28], [29], [30], [31], [32], [33], [34],
[35], comprising of both CMOS and STT-MRAM/PCRAM.
The motivation behind such an approach is to selectively
direct memory blocks that incur large number of writes to
CMOS memory, while storing the rest in STT-MRAM/
PCRAM. An alternative approach to address the write-inefficiency is to eliminate redundant writes to memory, either by
comparing the data before performing the write operation [9], [36], [37] or by tracking dirty blocks at a finer granularity [38], [39]. A third approach to reduce write energy,
called volatile STT-MRAM, was proposed in [40], [41]. In
this case, the non-volatile nature of STT-MRAM is sacrificed
for write-efficiency and suitable refresh schemes are
employed for sustained data retention. In order to address
the performance implications of inefficient writes, write buffers [39], [42] and scheduling mechanisms [43] that prioritize
write requests to idle cache banks have been proposed. In
addition to the write energy/latency, PCRAM suffers from
limited endurance. As a solution, [12] proposes wear-leveling, in which the write operations are evenly spread across
the entire memory array.
While the above efforts have addressed challenges
related to STT-MRAM and PCRAM, we focus on utilizing
DWMs, which offer unique challenges, in the design of the
general purpose cache hierarchy.
Earlier research efforts on DWM have mainly been at the
device and circuit levels [2], [14], [44], [45]. There were also
multiple efforts to address the issues related to fabrication [1], [5], [46] and a prototype of a DWM array has been
demonstrated recently [6]. Layout optimization to preserve
the density benefits of DWM was proposed in [17]. Considering the unique characteristics of DWM, research efforts
have primarily considered DWM in the context of domainspecific applications for implementing FIFOs [7] and shift
registers [47], that directly match the device characteristics.
In a preliminary version of this work, we investigated,
for the first time, the use of DWM in the cache hierarchy of
general-purpose processors [14], [48]. Building upon those
efforts, in this work, we perform a more comprehensive and
detailed device-circuit-architecture co-optimization and
design all the levels in the cache hierarchy using DWM. We
also propose the use of a hybrid L2 cache architecture consisting of fast ways and dense ways along with suitable
cache management policies to maximally harness the performance of DWM.
Like other emerging technologies like STT-MRAM,
PCRAM, etc., many challenges associated with the fabrication and mass production of DWM remain to be addressed.
While earlier research efforts [1], [5], [6], [46] have demonstrated the working of DWM through prototypes, the challenges associated with mass production need to be explored
in the future.

9

1021

memories such as STT-MRAM, PCRAM, etc. We explored
the use of DWM for designing on-chip caches in generalpurpose computing platforms. We proposed cache organization and management policies that reduce the performance penalty due to the shift latency of DWMs. We
performed architectural simulations to evaluate the benefits
of a DWM-based cache. Our results demonstrate that DWM
based caches offer great potential in improving the energyperformance profile of a wide range of applications, while
significantly reducing cache area.
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